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FRANÇOISE THÉBAUD, ed.by, Storia delle donne in Occidente. Il Novecento, Laterza, Roma-Bari 1992, pp. 105-141.
MICHELA DE GIORGIO, Le italiane dall’Unità a oggi, Laterza, Bari 1992, pp. 209-212.
3
Cfr. PATRIZIA VEROLI, Loïe Fuller, L’Epos, Palermo 2009, pp. 33 and following.
4
USA 1894, Director: William K. L. Dickson. Camera operator : William Heise; Cast: Annabelle Withford Moore;
Prod.; Thomas Alva Edison Inc.; Col.
5
France 1896, Camera operator: Louis Lumière; Prod.: Lumipre; Col.
6
France 1908, Director: Segundo de Chomòn; Prod.: Pathé.
7
D. W. Griffith, USA, 1913.
8
Nino Oxilia, Italy, 1917.
9
According to Tom Gunning (1991), the so-called “cinema of attractions” (1895-1915) was meant to show images
more than to narrate. Gaudreault (1996) identified an ulterior distinction in the considered timeframe, that between the
“system of monstrative attractions” (Sistema delle Attrazioni Mostrative, SAM) from 1895 to 1906, and the “system of
narrative integration” (Sistema dell’Integrazione Narrativa, SIN) until 1915. It is in this second phase that the
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“Monstration” - a showing dimension - leaves space to the telling one. In both cases, though, the main goal was to show
scenes in movement. Nonetheless, the “cinema of attractions” must not be considered something like a ancestor of
cinema narrativo (Burch, 1991), but simply a different system of expression.
10
MICHELA DE GIORGIO, op. cit., Laterza, Bari 1992, p. 23.
11
Salomè; Director: Ugo Falena (Roma, 04/25/1875 –09/20/1931); Year: 1910; Location: Rome; Length: 7’42”;
Coloured copy ; Subject: derived from Oscar Wilde’s play Salomè; Cast: Vittorina Lepanto (Salomè); Laura Orette
(Herodias); Ciro Galvani (John the Baptist); Achille Vitti (the Tetrarch); Francesca Bertini (the female slave);
Production: Film d’Arte Italiana; Artistic direction: Ugo Falena. Viewed copy remastered by: Cineteca del Friuli
(Gemona) and Filmsearch (Londra) with the cooperation of Dutch Haghefilm.
12
Lucio D’Ambra, in Il Tirso, a. VII, n. 12, 27th of March 1910.
13
Oscar Wilde, Salomè, first French Edition, 1893; English edition (1894) with Aubrey Beardsley’s perturbing
illustrations, with their art nouveau feel. This second versionhas many explicit and implicit captions on the mise-enscène, that had to follow a rigid aesthetic and kinetic structure.
Synopsis: Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, in order to convince Salomé’s stepdaughter to dance for him during a
banquet, promises her anything she might wish for. She thus obtains in gift the head of John the Baptist.
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Gaudreault, 1996.
According to the copy viewed at the Cineteca del Friuli (film library) in Gemona, that probably lacks the last minutes
of the film.
16
Cambré (Arched): to bend backwards the bust, from the waist. The head follows the movement of the bust. [Cfr.
testo: GRAZIOSO CECCHETTI, Manuale completo di danza classica, metodo Enrico Cecchetti, vol. 2, edited by Flavia
Pappacena, Gremese editore, Roma 2003, pp. 191-204].
17
Arabesque (Arabesque): It is a very specific position in dance, in which the weight of the bodybears on a single leg,
which is stretched out or bent, while the other one is extended and lifted behind. There are arabesques in which the leg
is extended behind with the tip of the foot on the ground; in others the leg is extended forwards slightly diagonally, with
the tip of the foot on the ground. It is the particular position of the arms that at once stabilizes and defines the
arabesque: one arm is stretched forwards, higher than the shoulder, while the other one is stretched behind, lower than
the shoulder, but on the same axis of the first one. The pams of the hands face down. In another version, one arm is
stretched forwards higher than the shoulder, and the other arm is stretched forwards as well, but under the first one and
parallel to it. Even in this case the palms of the hands face downwards. The arabesque is an elongated pose, and the
dancer must turn her side to the public rivolga il fianco al pubblico in order to show it in its entirety; consequently, it
can be performed only sideways or diagonally. According to the position of the body in relation to the leg that is
stretched out (either backwards or forwards) and lifted or with the tip of the foot on the ground, the arabesque is defined
as Ouverte or Croisée. [Ibidem].
15
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Développé (developed): during this movement the dancer retract a leg while lifting it, bending it, and then dragging
the tip of the foot along the other leg’s shinbone; she then stretches completely the leg forwards, alongside or behind.
[Ibidem].
19
The French “posé” literally means “to put down”. In classical dance terminology it indicates the simple movement of
putting one’s foot down.
20
Port de bras (Moviment of the arms): this is a series of arm exercises in which the arms are moved in a sequence of
various positions. [Ibidem].
21
Tendu o battement tandu: Literally, the French “tendu” means “stretched out”. The foot of the working leg slips from
the first or fifth position to the second or fourth, without lifting the toes from the pavement, but keeping the tip well
stretched out. Both knees must be kept well extended. As soon as the foot reaches the position of stretched point of the
foot punta tesa, it returns to first or fifth position, depending on the position from which it began its movement. The
Battement tendu can be performed en avant, à la seconde and en arrière.
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Cfr. Storia della danza e del balletto, by Alberto testa, Gremese editore, Roma 1994, pp. 74-76.
More precisely, it is a single-act choreographic drama, su libretto, set/scenery/scenography and costumes by Léon
Bakst. The original choreography is by Michail Fokin, with Nikolaj Rimskij-Korsakov’s music. The first representation
was held at the Opéra in Paris, exceptionally performed by Sergej Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes company the 4th of June
1910; the director was Sergej Grigor’ev, and orchestra director Nikolaj erepnin.
24
DOLORES MCELROY, Nazimova’s Salomè: Silent Monument, Columbia University M.A. Program, Film Studies,
January 10, 2010.
25
PATRICIA WHITE, Nazimova’s Veils. A Feminist Reader in Early Cinema, eds. Jennifer M. Bean & Diane Negra.
Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2002.
26
Ivi, p. 14.
27
It goes from minute 24’18’’ to minute 28’05’’.
23
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28

Pas de bourrées (burrée step): nowadays in classical dance this step almost always maintains in its various forms its
characteristic tripartite structure: 1) one leg moves away from the other, which immediately gets close to it, while the
feet are lifted on demi-pointe; 2) staying on demi-pointe, the leg that hadn’t moved now distances itself from the other
one and touches the ground on demi-pointe; 3) finally, the other leg gets close to it and the feet come down to the
ground. [Cfr. Grazioso Cecchetti, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 191-204].
29
Foot in demi-pointe: the heel is lifted from the ground. [Cfr. GRAZIOSO CECCHETTI, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 37].
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Ibidem.
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